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The purpose is to investigate the boiling heat transfer affected by different wettability aluminum surfaces. The hydrophobic and
hydrophilic surfaces were modified from regular surfaces by sol-gel method. The water contact angles of sample surfaces are 150,
75, and 5 degrees. All the samples were tested by a carefully designed thermal system.The experimental results revealed that, at the
same wall superheat condition, the hydrophilic surface had higher boiling heat flux and hydrophobic surface possessed the lowest.
The boiling bubble generation images suggested that bubble formation rate and shape strongly affected the values of heat flux. The
lower contact angle surface generated fewer bubbles at high heat flux state such that liquid could contact with larger part of solid
interface and transfermore heat than other kinds of surfaces. For the high contact angle surface, at very high heat flux condition, the
bubbles even collapsed into vapor film. Part of heat transferred to liquid was blocked by the film and caused the wall superheat to
increase dramatically and finally damaged the sample.This heat flux limitation was called critical heat flux.The hydrophilic surface
that possessed higher critical heat flux was also measured in this study.

1. Introduction

A lot of heat could be transferred to liquid through the heat-
ing surface during pool boiling heat transfer.The temperature
of fluid remained saturated and the superheat of heating
surface changedwith the heat flux [1].Themaximumheat flux
of boiling curve where wall superheat was going to increase
dramatically was called critical heat flux (CHF). And the
heating surface wettability is one of the important factors that
affect CHF [2]. Also bubbles generated from heating surface
were easily observed during pool boiling heat transfer. The
number and size of bubbles affect heat flux significantly. Since
to enhance the pool boiling heat transfer is an important
issue for high power density cooling system, there are many
researchers focusing on studying the relationship between
CHF and wettability. But most of them concentrated on
the copper surfaces [3]. However, considering the lighter
density and easy manufacturing of aluminummaterial, there
are also many cooling systems harnessing those character-
istics to solve the heat dissipation problems, for example,
heat pipe, vapor chamber, and evaporator heat exchanger.

Jo et al. [4] used E-Beam to deposit platinum thin film as
heater on one side of water and the other side modified as
sample surface. The sample surfaces included regular water
surface whose water contact angle was 54∘ and also was called
hydrophilic. And the other sample surface was modified by
MEMS processes to coat hydrophobic material, Teflon, with
patterned structures. The contact angle was 123∘ (called as
hydrophobic). They concluded that under very low heat flux
transfer condition, the hydrophobic surface offered better
nucleate boiling heat transfer. Also, a heterogeneous wettabil-
ity surface provided better nucleate boiling heat transfer than
that of the homogeneous ones.Hsu et al. [3]modified the cop-
per surfaces to be with homogeneous or interlaced wettability
by nanoparticles self-assembly method. Experimented with
home-made setup, they observed the CHF of heating surfaces
from high to low were interlaced, iso-hydrophilic, regular,
and iso-hydrophobic surfaces. Phan et al. [5] also used
nanocoating techniques to modify the regular steel surfaces
to formdifferent wettability.The surface contact angles varied
from 20∘ to 110∘. Due to the disagreement of results with
classic model, they proposed macro-and micro contact angle
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Figure 1: Illustration of surface modification processes.

model to explain the observed phenomenon. In this study,
regular aluminum surfaces were modified to be hydrophobic
or hydrophilic by self-assembly method. In order to improve
the uniformity and the adhesion of particles, dipping process
was replaced by air spraying. After surfaces modification, the
samples were attached to the thermal test system and mea-
sured the boiling heat transfer flux against heating surface
superheat. The temperature data and bubbles generation or
vapor film formation images were taken for discussion.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Aluminum Surface Modification. The different wettabil-
ity aluminum surfaces were modified by the self-assembly
method. The rough structures were formed on surface with
particles of dual sizes of diameters and silane acting as cou-
pler. In the modification processes the dipping was replaced
by air spraying in order to form firm structure on surface.The
hydrophobic surface of rough structure in micro-/nanoscales
was first reported by Barthlott and Neinhuis [6]. But the
theory was proposed much earlier. Young [7] stated that
when a liquid drops on a flat homogeneous solid surface, the
contact angle was decided by the balance of surface tension
forces which are between the solid, liquid, and vapor. The
relation was expressed as

cos 𝜃 =
𝛾SV − 𝛾SL
𝛾LV
, (1)

where 𝜃 is contact angle in degree; 𝛾SV is surface tension, and
the subscripts S, L, andV represent solid, liquid, and vapor
respectively. If the surface was with roughness rather than
plan, Cassie and Baxter [8] modified Young’s expression as

cos 𝜃
𝐶
= 𝑓
1
cos 𝜃
1
+ 𝑓
2
cos 𝜃
2
, (2)

where 𝜃
𝐶
is contact angle predicted by Cassie-Baxter model

𝑓
1
and𝑓
2
are fractions of solid and air inside an interval

length of roughness. 𝜃
1
is contact angle predicted by Young’s

model. When a water drop is in air, 𝜃
2
is 180∘. As pre-

dicted by Cassie-Baxter model, different wettability surfaces
could be obtained by forming rough-structure on surfaces

and controlling the ratio of micro-and nanoparticles. The
modification processes were illustrated in Figure 1. The first
step was to mix methyltrimethoxysilane (METMS), distilled
(DI) water, ethanol, and some Hydrochloric Acid, to form
solution, and then uniformly dispersed (by ultrasonic vibra-
tor) micro-/nano silica dioxide particles into the solution.
The following procedure was to clean to and airspray the
gel-like solution onto the aluminum surface. The final step
was to put the sample into oven to bake it with some pre-
set temperature cycles. The water contact angles of modified
surfaces were measured by contact angle goniometer (model
100SL, Sindatek, Taiwan). With the analysis of the provided
software, themeasurement accuracy could bewithin 1 degree.
The contact angles showed in this paper were the average of
nine measurements at different locations for each sample.

2.2.Thermal System. Theheating system used tomeasure the
heat transfer flux of aluminum surfaces is shown schemat-
ically in Figure 2. There are three-nominal power of 200W
heaters inside the heating copper cylinder. The diameter of
heating cylinder is 60mm. The AC line is connected to
voltage regulator and the output current flows through power
meter and finally into heaters. Such that power supplied from
power control unit could be controlled by regulating the
voltage and read from the power meter panel. The heating
surface is on the top of neck cylinder which is the same block
of heating cylinder. The diameter of neck cylinder is 19mm,
but the length is only 10mm. And two K-type thermocouples
(0.079mmofwire diameter, TPK-0.1-40G, TECPEL, Taiwan)
were placed inside this cylinder. The distance between the
two thermocouples was 4mm. The temperature reading
collected by the data logger (DTM319, TECPEL, Taiwan) was
transferred to PC for analysis. According to the Fourier law
and under one-dimensional assumption, 𝑞 the heat flux to
heating surface could be calculated as

𝑞 = 𝑘
𝑇
1
− 𝑇
2

Δ𝑧
, (3)

where 𝑘 = 402W/m∘C is thermal conductivity of copper, 𝑇
1

and 𝑇
2
are the temperatures measured by the two thermo-

couples, and Δ𝑧 is the distance between two thermocouples.
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Figure 2: Schematic picture of heating system.
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Figure 3: Aluminum surfaces of different wettability.

The top part of cylinder neck was brazed to a water container
and the heating surface (top surface of neck cylinder) had
the same level with bottom plate of container. Two other
thermocouples were used (not shown in figure) to monitor
the temperatures of water and interface between heating
surface and water which both were kept at the saturated state
during experiment. In order to minimize the thermal contact
resistance, a copper cover plate with a hole of 19mmdiameter
was used to fix the aluminum sample. The cover plate was
fastened to the bottom plate by four screws. Also, thermal
grease was applied between heating surface and sample. The
temperature of sample surface was extrapolated by 𝑇

1
and 𝑇

2

with actual distances from surface. Insulating material was
fully filled betweenwater container and support box to reduce
heat transfer to the surrounding area. One extra thermometer
was attached to the surface of box tomonitor the temperature
change. By doing the energy balance analysis, the heat loss
through insulation was proportional to heat transfer flux.The
maximum heat loss was 3.1% of the power supplied.

3. Discussion and Result

3.1. Hydrophobic and Hydrophilic Samples. As predicted by
Cassie and Baxter’s model, formation of roughness structure
on aluminum surface really did improve the water contact
angle whichmeant to bemore hydrophobic. In ourmodifica-
tions, METMS silane solution with addition of 9.6 wt% of sil-
ica oxide particles formed the best hydrophobic surface. The
silica oxide particles included 80% of nanoparticles (99.5%
diameter between 10 and 20 nm, Sigma-Aldrich, USA) and
the rest of microparticles (80% diameter between 1 to 5𝜇m,

Sigma-Aldrich, USA). The contact angle changed from 75∘
to 150∘, as shown in the left part of Figure 3. The SEM
images shown in Figure 4 could reveal the microstructure
dispersed on the modified aluminum surface and the higher
resolution image also could show the nanostructure around
the microparticles which was very similar to the lotus leaf
structure [5]. The contact angle of regular plain aluminum
surface is 75∘ which was also reported in many papers. The
hydrophilic surface modification procedures were the same
as those of the hydrophobic one, except one more high
temperature baking. The bond attraction of METMS silane
to water molecule is higher than to silica particles. The water
drop laid flatly on the surface. The water contact angle was
only 5∘. Since the particles were deposited to the surface by
air spraying, the adhesive force was stronger than the dipping
method. Also the surface wettability could be kept longer for
at least more than 1 year.

3.2. BoilingHeat Flux of Copper Surface. Theheating cylinder
wasmade of copper and the heating surface also can be as one
sample surface. Without attaching any sample to the heating
surface, the boiling heat transfer flux of copper surface could
be tested. Water with temperature of near 100∘C was added
to the container. Power consumed by heaters was controlled
by voltage regulator. Two temperatures inside the cylinder
neck and two inside the water container were recorded by
PC. The temperature curves were shown in Figure 5. After a
period of time, the two temperatures, top and bottom liquid
temperatures, inside the water container were approaching
100∘C. And the other two temperatures were approaching
two steady values which were 𝑇

1
and 𝑇

2
in (3). The one far
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Figure 4: Low and high resolution SEM images of structure on surface (CA = 150∘).
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Figure 5: Temperature curves for one heat flux experiment.

away heating surface was called 𝑇
1
, such that the heat flux

transferred to heating surface could be calculated by (3).
However, the calculated heat flux was smaller than that of
direct reading from power meter, because part of the heat
still could dissipate to the surrounding through the insulation
material. But the calculated heat fluxmust be very close to the
heat flux through heating surface for the short length design
of cylinder neck. For all test cases, the maximum heat flux
dissipated to surroundingwas 3.1%.Theheat flux in this study
was all calculated from (3). The heating surface temperatures
employed similar equation to extrapolate. At the interface of
heating surface and water, the temperature was kept the same
as liquid. This was the reason why it was not easy to measure
the wall temperature directly. However, assuming the heat
flux was conservative in short length cylinder, it was much
easier to extrapolate the wall temperature and calculate the
wall superheat. If any test sample plate was attached to the
heating surface, the thermal conductivity in (3) should be
modified as compositematerial. Figure 6 was the comparison
of copper surface boiling heat flux curve with Hsu et al. [3].
The trend was very similar. The contact angle of our regular
copper surface was 85∘, but it was 73∘ for Chen’s sample. For
our system, if the heat flux was too low, the voltage regulator
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Figure 6: Comparison of copper surface boiling heat flux curvewith
Hsu et al. [3].

was hard to control. The two temperatures 𝑇
1
and 𝑇

2
were

close and hard to determine. So there was a lower limitation
to measure the heat flux.

3.3. Boiling Curves of Aluminum Surfaces. The aluminum
surface’s heat flux against wall superheat plots were shown in
Figure 7. The opened circle symbol line represented boiling
curve of hydrophobic surface. In comparison with copper
surface (Figure 6), if both are at the same heat flux the
wall superheats of aluminum surfaces are much higher.
The reason was that the thermal conductivity of aluminum
was smaller than that of copper. For aluminum surface,
according to (3), the smaller thermal conductivity needs
higher temperature gradient to keep the same heat flux.
From the plot, CHF of hydrophobic surface was 603 kW/m2
when the surface superheat was 163∘C. The solid square
symbol line was the heat flux curve for regular aluminum
surface. Being close to the hydrophobic curve, when the
wall superheat reached 186∘C the boiling heat flux rise was
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Figure 7: Wall superheat and heat flux plots for different wettability surfaces.
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Figure 8: Film or bubbles formed during boiling heat transfer for different wettability surfaces.

as high as 703 kW/m2. Larger than this wall superheat, the
boiling condition turned into being unstable gradually. If
only the heat flux slightly increased, the wall superheat then
would have been increasing very quickly. On the surface,
part of the bubbles collapsed into vapor film and blocked
the heat transfer into the liquid. Then, most of energy would
heat up the aluminum sample and cause the wall superheat
increase out of control. Finally, the temperature was over
the limitation of material and damaged the sample. The
solid delta symbol line represented the hydrophilic surface’s
boiling curve. At lower wall superheat, the boiling curve
was steeper than others. There were few bubbles generated
during this stage. If the wall superheats were between 17
and 64∘C, the wall superheats increased dramatically with
only a little increasing of heat flux. Higher bubbles generated
rate was observed in this period of time. The CHF of the
hydrophilic surface could reach as high as 914 kW/m2 and
the correspondingwall superheat was 143∘C. Figure 8 showed
the pictures which were taken at the boiling heat flux around
600 kW/m2. When the surface was hydrophilic, bubbles were

not as many as others.The saturated liquid still could contact
with major part of heating area directly and transfer energy.
The wall superheat was the lowest at this heat flux. For the
regular aluminum surface, the contact angle was 75∘ and
bubbles were generated easily. Most of the heating area was
covered with small size bubbles. The bubbles prevented heat
dissipation from surface into liquid and then increase the
wall superheat. Compare to the hydrophilic surface, the wall
superheat increased about 50∘C at the same heat flux. When
the surface was hydrophobic, very different phenomena were
observed. The modified micro-/nanostructure trapped a lot
of air to form hydrophobic characteristic. This kind of struc-
ture generated bubbles easily during boiling heat transfer. For
higher heat flux case, even some bubbles collapsed into film
and increased the wall superheat very much.

4. Summary

Concluding the discussion, the sol-gel method successfully
modified the regular aluminum surfaces to be hydrophobic
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or hydrophilic. In this study the contact angles were 150∘ and
5∘, respectively. The bubble number and size were smaller for
the hydrophilic surface which let the saturated liquid contact
with heating surface easily. This was a benefit to boiling heat
transfer. Such that the boiling heat flux and CHF depended
on the wettability of the surfaces. For regular aluminum the
CHFwas 703 kW/m2, but for the hydrophilic surface theCHF
could be as high as 914 kW/m2 and only was 603 kW/m2 of
the hydrophobic surface.
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